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Abstract: With the acceleration of urbanization, the increasing frequency of building fires has caused
a large number of deaths and economic losses. In order to delve into the evacuation route selection
behaviors seen in library fires and analyze the impacts of individual evacuation psychologies on
route decisions during escaping, based on practical survey data from the library on the Boda campus
of Xinjiang University, this study built a mixed Logit (ML) model irrespective of latent psychological
variables and a hybrid choice model (HCM) considering the latent variables of adaptive evacuation
psychologies to investigate the internal formation mechanism of evacuees’ route decisions. The
results indicate that evacuees’ non-adaptive conformity psychology, adaptive altruism psychology,
and environmental familiarity have significant impacts on their route decisions. The stronger the
evacuees’ non-adaptive inertia psychology, the more they lean towards the shortest route. Meanwhile,
altruistic adaptive evacuation psychology has a significant negative impact on the probability of
choosing the longest route. The stronger the evacuees’ environmental familiarity, the more they tend
to choose the evacuation route with good emergency lighting. Personal socio-economic attributes
have varying impacts on peoples’ evacuation route decisions. The findings of our study provide
theoretical support for sustainable planning, preparedness, and the design of fire evacuations. This
contribution aids in advancing sustainable practices for emergency responses.

Keywords: library fire; evacuation route decision; latent psychological variables; non-adaptive
psychology; structural equation model; hybrid choice model

1. Introduction

With the acceleration of urbanization, building fires have tended to become more and
more severe. As a carrier of campus culture, university libraries have the characteristics
of scale expansion, function diversification, and high visitor flows [1]. Furthermore, the
abundance of books and enclosed spaces in libraries leads to a higher fire load compared
to other locations, resulting in significant safety risks [2]. Moreover, since people in a
library are usually absorbed in reading and learning, their reactions to fire emergencies
slow down, and their behavioral decisions differ from daily life. Time pressure from limited
decision times and uncertain decision-making information affects evacuees’ decisions to
exit and route selection [3]. The evacuation process is a specific pedestrian traffic scenario.
For heavily crowded public places such as libraries, individual decisions markedly affect
overall evacuation efficiency. Emergency evacuation systems should pay more attention to
behavioral decisions other than the individual and collective movement characteristics of
evacuees [4]. Therefore, studying evacuees’ evacuation behaviors and scientifically guiding
their behavioral decisions during an evacuation are of great significance for enhancing
evacuation efficiency and decreasing secondary disasters such as swarms and jostlement.
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Personnel evacuation behavior in fires is a complex process and a critical factor in
determining the effectiveness of evacuation, especially in densely populated areas [5].
Research on evacuation behaviors in fires was first conducted using descriptive statistics.
For instance, Drabek [6] used questionnaires to survey and explore the differences in the
evacuation responses of the public and individuals in disasters. McCaffrey [7] analyzed
the behavioral responses of homeowners during fire evacuation and their actions to pro-
tect their life and property based on email data obtained from three states. To delve into
evacuation behavioral responses and the driving factors of behavior decisions, researchers
developed the discrete choice model (DCM), which has been widely applied. The binomial
or multinomial Logit models commonly used in DCMs mainly explore the impacts of
personal socio-economic characteristics, evacuation threat characteristics, and other factors
on evacuation decisions. Murray et al. [8] analyzed stay/evacuation behaviors under the
influence of personal attribute factors such as gender and age by constructing a binomial
Logit model. Wong et al. [9] studied the effects of individual socio-economic factors and
hurricane characteristics on evacuation destination selection based on multinomial Logit
models. Akbarzadeh et al. [10] explored the impact of travel time, road accessibility, route
type, and other factors on the selection of evacuation routes by building a Logit model. To
reduce unobserved heterogeneity among evacuees, the correlation between alternatives,
and the uncertainty of the model, researchers have expanded the above DCM model and
applied it in studies. Xiang et al. [11] used a random-coefficient Logit model to investigate
the impacts of evacuees’ individual social factors and environmental factors on their exit
selection to understand the heterogeneity of their individual preferences. Daeyeol et al. [12]
adopted a mixed Logit (ML) model to capture the differences in the attributes of a social
population and the evacuation routes of evacuees. In conclusion, although this model has
been modified and applied, the factors affecting the behavior decisions of evacuees in fires
have not been systematically studied. Most factors in the existing research are directly
observable variables such as the socio-economic and environmental attributes of evacuees
(the environments of fire sites, exit or route attributes). Lovreglio et al. [13] used stated
preference (SP) data based on virtual reality technology to calibrate a ML model and probe
into the impacts of environmental factors such as smoke, emergency lighting, and exit dis-
tance on the selection of evacuation exits in fires. Aleksandrov et al. [14] constructed an ML
model to explore the effects of environmental factors such as the location of refuge floors,
the number of people in elevator lobbies, and stairway density on evacuation behaviors in
high-rise buildings during fires. Cheng et al. [15] analyzed the impacts of environmental
factors such as threat characteristics, travel distance, and the destination’s socio-economic
attributes on evacuation destination selection behaviors using multiple Logit models. In
a fire emergency, the evacuation decisions made by evacuees are not random, but are the
result of a combination of multiple factors, including psychological factors [16]. However,
research on the psychologies of evacuees mostly focuses on non-adaptive evacuation psy-
chologies, such as panic and conformity during the escape, while the impacts of adaptive
psychologies on evacuation are seldom studied. Hoogendoorn et al. [17] believed that
some individuals exhibited adaptive altruistic behavioral tendencies to help strangers
during evacuations, in their research on past accidents. Boonngam et al. [18] found that
altruistic behaviors during high-rise structure fires could reduce evacuation time. However,
studies that consider both the impacts of adaptive and non-adaptive psychologies on fire
evacuation decisions are rare. Moreover, there is limited research on route selection behav-
iors during the evacuations of buildings such as libraries during fires, and, in particular,
our understanding of the internal mechanism of route searching behaviors still needs
perfection [19].

Based on this, aiming to dive deeply into the internal formation mechanism of evacu-
ation behavior decisions in university library structure fires, this paper artificially takes
into account the personal socio-economic attributes, evacuation route attributes, and latent
evacuation psychological variables of evacuees; designs questionnaires and conducts a sur-
vey based on these variables; integrates a structural equation model (SEM), non-adaptive
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psychological behavior theory, and a hybrid choice model (HCM); and constructs an ML
model irrespective of latent variables and an HCM that considers latent variables to re-
flect the heterogeneity of the evacuees. The research results provide a theoretical basis
for relevant departments to scientifically formulate reasonable and effective emergency
evacuation strategies.

This study will take the library of Xinjiang University’s Boda Campus as an example.
The objective of this study was to explore the decision-making processes regarding the
evacuation paths chosen by university students during fire emergencies. Additionally, the
study aimed to analyze how psychological factors, both latent and observable, influence
the choice of evacuation routes.

The paper is organized as follows: the first part of this paper is the Introduction, which
describes the background of the research and the research objective; Section 2 describes the
methodology used to model route choice behaviors during escaping; Section 3 introduces
the questionnaire investigation and statistical analysis, containing the questionnaire’s
design, data collection, and reliability and validity analysis; Section 4 reports the main
results and offers a discussion of the results; and Section 5 sets out the conclusions.

2. Theoretical Basis and Literature Review
2.1. SEM

SEM, also known as the covariance analysis model [20], combines the technical ad-
vantages of route analysis and confirmatory factors and can simultaneously deal with
the relationships between potential variables and measurement variables based on the
covariance matrix of these variables [21]. Therefore, it was used in this study to model
and analyze the latent psychological variables that affect evacuation behaviors, explore the
internal formation mechanism of evacuation route selection behaviors, analyze the corre-
lations between latent psychological variables, and investigate the internal relationship
between personal attributes and latent psychological variables.

SEM is mainly composed of a measurement model and a structural model. The
measurement model, also known as the exogenous variable observation model, can analyze
the relationships between latent variables and their measurement variables based on the
factor loads of routes, as shown in Equations (1) and (2).

The measurement model can be written as

X = ΛXξ + δ (1)

Y = ΛYη + ε (2)

where X denotes the vector containing the measured values of exogenous latent vari-
ables; Y denotes the vector containing the measured values of endogenous latent variables;
ΛX and ΛY are the factor loads corresponding to the observed variables X and Y; ξ rep-
resents the exogenous latent variable, η represents the endogenous latent variable, and
both of them are unobservable variables; and δ and ε are the measurement errors of the
observed variables X and Y. The structural model is used to reflect the correlations between
unobservable latent variables, as shown in Equation (3).

η = Bη + Γξ + ζ (3)

where B represents the coefficient matrix reflecting the interrelationships between endoge-
nous latent variables; Γ represents the coefficient matrix reflecting the ratio of endogenous
latent variables to exogenous latent variables; and ζ denotes the error vector of the model,
which reflects the portion of the endogenous latent variables that cannot be explained or
are difficult to explain in the structural equation.
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2.2. The Theory of Non-Adaptive Psychological Behaviors

Most previous studies have emphasized evacuees’ non-adaptive psychological behav-
iors, such as panic and conformity, with few considerations given to adaptive psycholog-
ical behaviors. With respect to this shortcoming, this article comprehensively considers
adaptive and non-adaptive evacuation psychologies based on the theory of non-adaptive
psychological behaviors. “Non-adaptive psychology” refers to the psychological behaviors
taken by evacuees during their escape that are harmful to others’ safety [22]. “Adaptive
psychology” is the opposite. Taking behavioral psychology as the research object, three
theories of the non-adaptive psychological behaviors of evacuees in emergencies were
formed using psychological research methods [23], including decision theory, panic theory,
and urgency theory. The decision theory deals with the decision rules of individuals during
an evacuation, with the basic assumption that, even when in danger, evacuees can still
make reasonable decisions and cooperate to reduce casualties during evacuation. The
panic theory analyzes the factors that may cause panic in crowds in emergencies and the
behavioral characteristics of crowds in panic. The urgency theory suggests that spatial
congestion hinges on the urgency of evacuation, and it analyzes the factors that cause
congestion. Theories of non-adaptive psychological behaviors provide the possibility of
comprehensively considering “adaptive psychology” and “non-adaptive psychology” in
evacuation. Using these three theories, this article successively considers six latent psycho-
logical variables, including adaptive altruistic psychology, non-adaptive psychologies of
panic, conformity, and inertia, and risk perception and environmental familiarity, which
significantly affect the urgency of evacuation. Adaptive altruistic psychology refers to
the psychological tendency of evacuees to assist those in need, taking no account of other
factors during evacuation. Sugiura et al. [24] believed that altruistic behaviors during
evacuation emergencies were a common social phenomenon. Therefore, incorporating the
altruistic psychology of evacuees into a model can better reflect the internal psychological
characteristics of evacuees during decision making.

Based on the panic theory of non-adaptive psychology, this article investigated panic
and the psychologies of conformity and inertia that exist in panicked people. As typi-
cal non-adaptive evacuation psychologies, panic, conformity, and inertia are irrational
behaviors presented by decision-makers when they perceive danger. The psychology of
panic includes an excessive panicked emotion that is beyond evacuees’ mental endurance,
caused by their lack of mastery of relevant information during fire emergencies, which is
contagious and affects evacuation efficiency. Conformity psychology means that due to
inadequate information or other factors, evacuees choose to follow the crowd in front of
them when making evacuation decisions during fire emergencies, resulting in congestion
and evacuation risks. Previous studies have shown that the psychologies of panic and
conformity significantly affect evacuation behaviors [25]. Inertia psychology is defined as
the inherent tendency of people to unconsciously repeat their psychologies or behaviors.
In the case of fire emergencies, evacuees usually follow the routes or exits they have previ-
ously used for evacuation without considering other factors too much, which can cause
the imbalanced utilization of evacuation routes or exits and seriously hinder evacuation.
Studies have verified that inertia psychologies in evacuations perceptibly affect evacuation
behaviors and decrease evacuation efficiency [26].

The idea the risk perception significantly affects evacuation decisions was first pro-
posed by Slovic [27] in 1987 and defined as a method for describing people’s attitudes and
perceptive judgments towards risk. It was later applied in the field of emergent evacuation.
According to Sime’s research on evacuation behaviors, the response time of evacuees to
emergency events accounts for two thirds of the total evacuation time [28]. Risk perception
is the evacuation psychology that most affects the response time of evacuees. Therefore,
risk perception has a significant impact on the degree of emergency felt during evacuation.
Kinateder et al. [29] reviewed relevant research on evacuation-based risk perception and
noted, firstly, the necessity of applying this theory to the evacuation of structure fires. In
addition to risk perception, environmental familiarity also affects evacuation decisions.
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Environmental familiarity refers to a person’s level of familiarity with the environment
during evacuation. During the process of handling fire signals in a fire, evacuees experience
evacuation behavior reactions such as identification, confirmation, definition, evaluation,
action, and re-evaluation. The primary factors that affect the series of evacuation reactions
include environmental familiarity [30], which in turn affects the urgency of evacuation.
Kinateder et al. [31] used experiments to explore exit selection behaviors in structure
fire emergencies, and they found that environmental familiarity was crucial for correctly
selecting evacuation routes and exits.

2.3. HCM

The evacuation decision behaviors of evacuees in a fire emergency are the result
of a complex psychological process. Regarding the disadvantages of traditional discrete
selection models that cannot reflect the internal psychologies of decision-makers, Ben Akiva
et al. [32] first proposed the concept of an HCM in 2002 by incorporating latent variable
models into traditional discrete selection models to allow for psychological considerations.
The framework of the HCM used in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
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The latent variable model is used to analyze the internal relationships between the
latent variables and measurement variables of evacuation psychologies. A discrete selection
model is adopted to analyze behavior preferences in terms of evacuation route selection.

In the HCM, the utility of the evacuee i choosing the j-th route can be represented by
the following equation:

Uij = αjX + β jZj + γjη + ε j (4)

X indicates the individual socio-economic attribute vector of the evacuees; Z represents
the route attribute vector, including route length, evacuation time, emergency lighting,
and congestion degree; η represents the latent psychological variables that are difficult
to be observed directly, such as panic, conformity, inertia, altruism, risk perception, and
environmental familiarity; ε j represents the random error term that exists in the estimation;
and αj, β j, and γj are the parameters to be estimated.

2.4. Latent Psychological Variables

Based on the existing literature, four latent variables—altruism, panic, conformity, and
inertia—were selected. Considering the characteristics of people’s evacuation decision-
making processes, two latent variables, risk perception and environmental familiarity, were
chosen. Altruism, as an adaptive psychological trait, refers to evacuees assisting those in
need during evacuations, without considering other factors [33]. Altruistic behavior during
evacuation emergencies is a common social phenomenon. Therefore, incorporating the
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altruism of evacuees in the model better reflects the intrinsic psychological characteristics
of evacuees’ decision-making processes [24].

Panic, conformity, and inertia psychologies, as typical maladaptive evacuation psy-
chologies, represent the irrational behaviors exhibited by decision-makers when perceiving
danger. Panic psychology refers to evacuees experiencing excessive fear beyond their men-
tal capacity due to a lack of relevant information during sudden fire incidents. Conformity
psychology describes evacuees aligning their behaviors with the group in emergency fire
situations due to incomplete information or other factors. Inertia psychology, defined in
psychology as an unconscious tendency for humans to repeat mental or behavioral patterns,
significantly influences people’s evacuation behavior during fires [25], leading to crowd
congestion, increased evacuation risks, and reduced efficiency [26].

Environmental familiarity pertains to the degree of familiarity evacuees have with
their evacuation surroundings during their escape. During fire incidents, individuals
exhibit a series of evacuation responses while processing fire signals, with environmental
familiarity being a key factor influencing these responses [30], indirectly affecting the
urgency of evacuations.

Risk perception, initially proposed by Slovic [27], is defined as a concept that de-
scribes people’s attitudes and perceptual judgments of risks, which was later applied to
emergency evacuation contexts. Sime [28] suggests that individuals’ response times to
emergency events accounts for two thirds of their total evacuation time, with risk percep-
tion influencing their response time significantly, thus playing a crucial role in the urgency
of evacuations.

3. Methodology
3.1. Questionnaire Design

To measure the unmeasurable latent psychological variables in our structural equation,
each latent psychological variable needs to be established, as well as their corresponding
observation variables. A Likert five-grade scale is used to reflect the satisfaction grade
of evacuees with each indicator. The grade ranges from “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree”, with an assigned value of 1–5. The observation indexes of the latent psychological
variables used in this study are shown in Table 1. The respondents to this study were
students and employees of Xinjiang University. The personal background information of
evacuees from the library on the Boda campus of Xinjiang University was obtained through
questionnaires, including their gender, major, current grade, fire emergency experience,
number of fire safety training or drills completed, frequency of going to the library, and
familiarity with the evacuation signs and routes within the library [34]. Evacuation path
attributes are crucial determinants influencing individuals’ choices during fire emergencies.
Among these attributes, the lighting conditions along the evacuation route significantly
impact decision-makers’ perceptions and comprehension of safety provisions. Research
indicates that brighter emergency lighting enhances the likelihood of evacuees successfully
reaching their ultimate safe destination [35]. Furthermore, the congestion levels at exits
and along evacuation routes also play a pivotal role in route selection. Higher congestion,
indicated by greater numbers of individuals near exits, reduces the likelihood of individuals
choosing those exits [36]. Therefore, the SP investigation part of evacuation route selection
is to design a number of evacuation scenarios for respondents to choose from based on four
factors, including route length, evacuation time, emergency lighting [13], and congestion
level. In our scenarios, the route length and evacuation time are set at three levels based
on the actual layout of Boda Library. The classification of each attribute was established
through field surveys and pertinent guidelines [37]. The attributes and attribute levels of
the alternative solutions are shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Latent psychological variables and their observation indexes in the questionnaire.

Latent Psychological
Variable

Observation
Variable Observation Index

Altruism
AL1 When my group recruits volunteers to provide free services for everyone, I would be willing to
AL2 I would be glad to see someone in society being praised for helping others
AL3 When I can console someone with a black mood, I feel great

Panic

PAN1 I feel scared when I hear the library is on fire
PAN2 I feel scared when others panic in a fire
PAN3 I feel scared in the smoky atmosphere when my vision is unclear in a fire
PAN4 I feel scared when the fire has caused partial loss (casualties) of evacuees and property

Conformity
Psychology

CP1 I think products bought by a large number of people have high qualities
CP2 I will change my mind and obey others to be gregarious
CP3 When I need to go somewhere in a strange environment, I will choose the most popular route
CP4 When borrowing books from a library, I will choose the ones recommended by the majority

Inertia Psychology
IP1 I usually take the same path to someplace on campus, even if there are alternative roads
IP2 When dining in the cafeteria, I usually go to the same window
IP3 When studying at the library, I usually choose the same seat

Risk Perception
RP1 I will check the date of manufacture and shelf life when shopping
RP2 I think there are hidden dangers to riding mopeds on campus
RP3 I think that fires in the school library are unmanageable

Environmental
Familiarity

EF1 I know most exit locations in the library
EF2 I know the functions and layout of each floor of the library
EF3 I know the approximate walking time from my location to every exit of the library
EF4 I know the approximate distance from my location to every exit of the library

Table 2. SP survey attributes and their set levels.

Attribute Level

route length/m (B_Length) 80; 120; 180
evacuation time/s (B_Time) 150; 200; 300
congestion level (B_Crowd) Congestion; moderate congestion; unobstructed

emergency lighting (B_Light) Poor; average; good

3.2. Data Collection

This study adopts an offline investigation method. The library of the Boda Campus of
Xinjiang University, China, was selected as the survey location. The six-story library, five
above- and one underground, has a total area of over 60,000 square meters and 6000 seats,
with a collection of over 1.956 million paper resources and over 5.09 million usable elec-
tronic books. Students in the library were surveyed using random sampling. A total of
1064 questionnaires were collected. After eliminating 200 invalid questionnaires, this study
obtained 864 valid questionnaires, with an effective rate of 81.20%. The descriptive statistics
of the sample are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics.

Statistical Variables Category Frequency Percentage

Gender
(B_Gender)

Male 359 41.6%
Female 505 58.4%

Profession
(B_Prof)

Science 302 35.0%
Engineering 539 62.4%
Humanities 23 2.6%

Current grade (B_Grade)
Undergraduate 676 78.2%

Master 182 21.1%
PhD 6 0.7%

Fire emergency experience (B_Ex) Yes 86 10.0%
No 778 90.0%

Number of fire safety training or drills completed (B_FTtime)
0 40 4.6%

1 time 58 6.7%
2 or 3 times 274 31.7%

4 or more times 492 57.0%

Frequency of going to the library (B_LF)

Never 7 0.8%
Once or twice 197 22.8%

1–2 times per week 281 32.5%
3–4 times per week 167 19.3%
≥5 times per week 212 24.6%

Familiarity with evacuation signs and routes within the library
(B_FES)

Yes 548 63.4%
No 316 36.6%
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Table 3 shows that, in this survey, 41.6% of the respondents are males and 58.4% are
females. Generally, the proportion of females in the group of people learning in libraries
is relatively large, and our sampling results agree well with this reality. Among the
respondents, engineering students are the most common, accounting for 62.4% of the total
sample size; followed by science students, accounting for 35.0% of the total sample size;
and humanities students are the least common, accounting for 2.6% of the total sample size.
This is consistent with the fact that the Xinjiang University Boda campus consists largely
of engineering majors, followed by science majors. The largest number of respondents
are currently undergraduate students, accounting for 78.2% of the total sample size, and
the proportion of students who are postgraduates and above is 21.8%. The proportion
of undergraduate students is the highest. The survey results are similar to the actual
distribution of the campus. The number of respondents who have not experienced a fire
is the highest, accounting for 90.0% of the total sample, while the number of people who
have experienced fires is relatively small. The number of people who have attended fire
safety training or drills four or more times is the highest, accounting for 57.0% of the total
sample size, followed by the number of people who have attended two or three times,
accounting for 31.7% of the sample. This is related to the regular fire safety lectures or drills
held by schools. The number of people who go to the library 1–2 times per week is the
highest, followed by those who go to the library ≥5 times per week. The number of people
familiar with the evacuation signs in the library is relatively high, accounting for 63.4% of
the total survey sample. From the above analysis, it can be seen that this sampling survey
is representative of the campus population.

3.3. Reliability and Validity Analysis

The stability and reliability of questionnaires and collected data are the foundation of
data analysis. Cronbach’s Alpha and KMO (Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin) values were adopted to
analyze the reliability and validity of the sample’s data. The criterion for the test is that
values exceed 0.5. Following the initial data screening, internal consistency was further
examined using the Average Variance Extracted (AVE), while convergent validity was
assessed through Composite Reliability (CR). The analyzed results of the stability and
reliability of the questionnaires are shown in the table below.

From Table 4, it can be seen that the Cronbach’s Alpha values of the six latent psycho-
logical variables in this study range from 0.64 to 0.86, all greater than 0.5, indicating that the
overall reliability of questionnaires is good [38]. The KMO values are all greater than 0.5,
meeting the demands of validity. Research has shown that results are ideal when AVE > 0.5
and CR > 0.6 [39]. The CR values of the latent psychological variables used in this study are
all greater than 0.6, the AVE value of inertia psychology is 0.43, and the AVE values of the
other latent variables are all greater than 0.5. Specific results are shown in Table 4, indicating
the good internal consistency between latent variables and their high convergence validity.
In this study, the above indicators should be considered comprehensively. It can be seen
that the reliability and validity of the questionnaires are good. The obtained data have
confirmed credibility and can be used for subsequent analyses.

Table 4. Reliability and validity of questionnaires.

Latent Variables Cronbach’s Alpha KMO AVE CR

Risk Perception (ηRP ) 0.636 0.651 0.519 0.635
Inertia Psychology (ηIP ) 0.685 0.653 0.433 0.692

Conformity Psychology (ηCP) 0.642 0.700 0.507 0.630
Altruism (ηAL ) 0.758 0.681 0.522 0.765

Panic
(ηPAN ) 0.853 0.777 0.566 0.839

Environmental Familiarity (ηEF ) 0.858 0.800 0.585 0.848
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4. Results
4.1. Calculation of Adaptive Values of Latent Variables

This study utilized IBM SPSS Statistics and AMOS to analyze the collected data [40],
since they are widely used in SEM and data analysis [41]. Latent psychological variables
that are difficult to measure directly in SEM need to be represented by observed variables.
To evaluate the matching degree between recycled data and the model, AMOS 23.0 software
was adopted for the confirmatory factor analysis of the selected evaluation indicators,
including the chi-square ratio degree of freedom χ2/df, root mean square residual (RMR),
root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), goodness-of-fit index (GFI), adjusted
goodness-of-fit index (AGFI), and comparative goodness-of-fit index. The output results
are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Model fitness indexes.

χ2/df RMR RMSEA GFI AGFI CFI IFI

Fitted value 3.782 0.048 0.057 0.930 0.907 0.922 0.923
Standard value 1-5 <0.05 <0.1 >0.9

From the above table, it can be seen that the major adaptation indicators are all within
the recommended range, indicating that the overall fitting effect of the SEM is good. The
estimated results of the complete constructed model, which includes the structural model
and the measurement model, are shown in the following Figure 2.
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According to the standardized estimation results in the above figure, the adaptive
value of each latent psychological variable can be calculated. The calculation formula is
as follows. The calculation results can lay a foundation for the following construction of
the HCM:

ηRP = 0.54RP1 + 0.61RP2 + 0.66RP3 (5)

ηHP = 0.58HP1 + 0.66HP2 + 0.58HP4 (6)

ηPAN = 0.71PAN1 + 0.76PAN2 + 0.80PAN3 + 0.75PAN4 (7)
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ηIP = 0.61IP1 + 0.78IP2 + 0.56IP3 (8)

ηEF = 0.66EF1 + 0.73EF2 + 0.80EF3 + 0.75EF4 (9)

ηAL = 0.65AL1 + 0.78AL2 + 0.74AL3 (10)

Based on the expressions of the adaptive values of the latent evacuation psychological
variables, the corresponding values of the latent evacuation psychological variables in each
questionnaire can be calculated. The definition and specific assignment of each variable
assessed in the questionnaires are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Variable definition and naming.

Variable Category Variable Definition Variable Name

Evacation route attributes

Route length Actual value B_Length
Emergency lighting 1: Poor; 2: Average; 3: Good B_Light

Congestion level 1: Congestion; 2: Moderate
congestion; 3: Unobstructed B_Crowd

Evacuation time Actual value B_Time

Socio-economic attributes

Gender 0: Male; 1: Female B_Gender

Profession
1: Science; 0: Other B_Prof1

1: Engineering; 0: Other B_Prof2
1: Humanities; 0: Other B_Prof3

Current grade
1: Undergraduate; 0: Other B_Grade1

1: Master; 0: Other B_Grade2
1: PhD; 0: Other B_Grade3

Fire emergency experience 0: Yes; 1: No B_Experience

Number of fire safety training or
drills completed

1: 0 time; 0: Other B_FTtime1
1: 1 time; 0: Other B_FTtime2

1: 2 or 3 times; 0: Other B_FTtime3
1: 4 or more times; 0: Other B_FTtime4

Frequency of going to the library

1: Never; 0: Other B_LibFre1
1: Once or twice; 0: Other B_LibFre2

1: 1–2 times per week; 0: Other B_LibFre3
1: 3–4 times per week; 0: Other B_LibFre4
1: ≥5 times per week; 0: Other B_LibFre5

Familiarity with evacuation signs
and routes within the library 0: Yes; 1: No B_FES

Route choice Actual value Choice

4.2. Model Parameter Calibration

Before the model’s estimation, it is necessary to perform a variable correlation analysis
to verify the robustness of the model. The correlations among variables are shown in
Table 7. The correlation thresholds for variable selection are less than 0.2 [42] in most
cases. From the table, it can be seen that route length has high correlation coefficients with
emergency lighting, congestion level, and route decisions. To avoid excessive variance
in parameter estimation affecting model accuracy, this factor should be excluded during
modeling, while the other variables should be comprehensively considered [12].

Table 7. Correlation matrix.

Variable B_Gender B_Prof B_Grade B_Experience B_FTtime B_LibFre B_FES B_Length B_Light B_Crowd B_Time Choice

B_Gender 1 −0.15 −0.17 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.04 −0.18 −0.06 −0.02 0.07 −0.04
B_Prof −0.15 1 0.12 −0.02 0.04 −0.15 0.04 0.12 0.02 0.09 −0.01 −0.15

B_Grade −0.17 0.12 1 −0.11 −0.19 −0.13 0.18 0.18 0.06 0.05 −0.11 −0.04
B_Experience 0.12 −0.02 −0.11 1 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.05
B_FTtime 0.05 0.04 −0.19 0.09 1 0.06 −0.11 −0.02 −0.01 −0.01 0.05 0.02
B_LibFre 0.06 −0.15 −0.13 0.09 0.06 1 −0.12 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.01

B_FES 0.04 0.04 0.18 0.04 −0.11 −0.12 1 0.06 0.04 0.06 −0.03 0.01
B_Length −0.18 0.12 0.18 .03 −0.02 0.04 0.06 1 0.31 0.52 0.13 0.42
B_Light −0.06 0.02 0.06 00.02 −0.01 0.04 0.04 0.31 1 −0.11 0.07 0.16

B_Crowd −0.02 0.09 0.05 0.07 −0.01 0.02 0.06 0.52 −0.11 1 0.20 0.19
B_Time 0.07 −0.01 −0.11 0.01 0.05 0.03 −0.03 0.13 0.07 0.20 1 0.34
Choice −0.04 0.06 −0.04 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.42 0.16 0.19 0.34 1
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By introducing the adaptive values of the latent psychological variables into the
discrete choice model as new explanatory variables and using Python programming to
calibrate parameters such as personal socio-economic attributes, route attributes, and
latent variables, this paper builds an ML model irrespective of these latent variables and
an HCM that considers these latent variables. In terms of their parameter setting, each
route has corresponding attribute parameters. Given the diverse subjective feelings of
evacuating individuals about different evacuation routes and attribute parameters (route
attribute parameters), the route length and evacuation time are set as random coefficients
and subject to a normal distribution, by referring to Hess [43], to fulfill the consideration
of heterogeneity among evacuating individuals. Additionally, since evacuees’ preferences
for routes vary with their socio-economic characteristics, to obtain the route decision
preferences of evacuees with different personal attributes, the attributes of gender, major,
current grade, experience with fires, number of fire training or drills completed, frequency
of going to the library, and familiarity with evacuation signs in the library are set as fixed
coefficients. The parameters for emergency lighting and congestion level in route choice
model are, finally, specified as random coefficients. In response to the diverse choices
of evacuees about route decisions during fire emergencies [36], the shortest route, Route
1, is set as the control group, and the explanatory variables that have significant effects
on evacuation selection behaviors are kept. Route 2 is the evacuation route with good
emergency lighting and Route 3 is the unimpeded or least crowded evacuation route. The
final results of the parameter calibration of the model are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Model estimation results.

Model ML Irrespective of Latent Variables HCM Considering Latent Variables

Route Route2
Light3

Route3
Crowd3

Route2
Light3

Route3
Crowd3

MEAN

B_HP −0.048 ** −0.060 **
B_AL −0.0137 −0.087 ***
B_EF 0.0331 ** 0.0145

B_Light 0.081 *** 0.0905 **
B_Crowd 0.421 *** 0.426 ***

ASC −0.878 ** −1.357 *** −0.829 * −1.918 ***
B_Gender 0.0676 0.234 *** 0.048 0.253 ***
B_Prof1 0.166 0.376 * 0.192 0.403 **
B_Prof2 0.207 0.487 ** 0.235 0.495 **

B_Grade1 0.690 * 0.673 * 0.733 ** 0.169
B_Ex −0.211 ** −0.273 ** −0.232 ** −0.268 **

B_FTt2 −0.002 −0.220 * 0.027 −0.181
B_LF2 0.143 −0.118 0.185 ** −0.075
B_LF3 0.199 ** 0.157 ** 0.224 ** 0.157 *
B_LFr4 0.169 * 0.044 0.188 ** 0.0537

SD
B_Light 0.08 *** 0.0748 **

B_Crowd 0.427 *** 0.474 ***
Log likelihood −8437.23 −8106.08

McFadden’s
pseudo R2 0.06 0.09

Note: *** indicates that p < 0.01, ** indicates that p < 0.05, * indicates that p < 0.1.

It can be seen from the above table that the logarithmic likelihood function of the
HCM is greater than that of ML, the fitting degree of the HCM is better than that of
ML, and the pseudo R2 of the HCM is 50% higher than that of ML, indicating that latent
variables have significant impacts on evacuees’ route selections [44]. The estimated pa-
rameters are analyzed and explained, based on the estimation results of the HCM, in the
following paragraphs.

Some latent psychological variables of the evacuees have significant impacts on their
selection of evacuation routes, and to varying degrees. Non-adaptive conformity psychol-
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ogy has a significant negative impact on evacuees’ route selection behaviors, indicating
that the stronger the evacuees’ psychology of following others during an evacuation, the
less they tend to choose the longer Routes 2 and 3. Evacuees believe that the shortest route
is safer, which can be explained by the dependent model proposed by Sime [34]. Lacking
emergency evacuation information in case of a sudden fire, evacuees hold the same escape
volition as the evacuation group and choose to follow. Evacuees are often attracted to
familiar people and indiscriminately follow them to escape. This model assumes that the
evacuation group always chooses the shortest evacuation route in emergency situations.
Altruistic adaptive evacuation psychology has a significant negative impact on the longest
evacuation route choice, indicating that the stronger the tendency of evacuees to offer
assistance to those trapped during the evacuation, the less inclined they are to choose the
longest evacuation route. This may be because the helpers’ evacuation speed is slowed
down by trapped evacuees, and the helpers believe that a short route can lead to escape
during route decisions. Environmental familiarity has a significant positive impact on the
route selections of evacuees, indicating that the more familiar they are with the library’s
evacuation environment, the more they lean towards the bright evacuation route, Route 2.
The reason for the phototaxis of evacuees who are familiar with the library’s environment
may be that they trust the emergency lighting system in fires. Considering the smoke-filled
evacuation environment and restricted visibility during fires, they believe that the higher
the lighting intensity, the safer it may be.

Previous studies have shown that even evacuation groups with the same attributes
have differences in their evacuation preferences [45]. In terms of the personal socio-
economic attributes of evacuees, compared to males, females are more inclined to choose
the longer but more unimpeded Route 3 when evacuating. The reason may be that females
have a more conservative personality and less decisive and risk-taking psychologies than
males [46]. They believe that a smooth route can help them quickly escape from a dangerous
fire environment. Although the route is longer, it is safer. Compared to liberal arts students,
evacuees who are science and engineering majors believe that choosing the unimpeded
Route 3 will achieve greater effectiveness during evacuation. Students in lower grades
exhibit strong phototaxis during the evacuation, and they tend to choose Route 2, with
its higher lighting intensity, when making evacuation decisions. Evacuees who have
experienced fires tend to choose unobstructed evacuation routes with good emergency
lighting. The reason may be that experienced evacuees believe that choosing the shortest
route in a fire environment is not necessarily safe; conversely, choosing good emergency
lighting and clear routes gives them a higher probability of escaping. Evacuees with
different frequencies of going to the library have diverse preferences when choosing
evacuation routes. Overall, they manifest obvious “phototaxis.” In terms of evacuation
route attributes, the emergency lighting intensity and congestion degree of routes have
significant positive impacts on their selection of evacuation routes, indicating that the higher
the emergency lighting intensity and the smoother the route, the stronger the preference for
such routes. The rejection of the shortest route means that evacuees make route decisions
according to the actual situation during an evacuation rather than mindlessly choosing the
shortest route. Moreover, the degree of congestion of these routes has a greater impact on
evacuation decisions than the intensity of emergency lighting, indicating that, compared to
the intensity of lighting, the degree of the congestion of routes during emergent evacuation
is the primary factor considered when evacuees make evacuation decisions. The standard
deviation of the models implies remarkable differences in the evacuees’ preferences towards
the explanatory variables of congestion degree and emergency lighting, representing the
heterogeneity among evacuating individuals with different socio-economic attributes.

5. Conclusions

Based on actual survey data from the library on the Boda campus of Xinjiang Univer-
sity, China, this paper analyzes the combined action of directly observable factors, such
as personal socio-economic attributes and route attributes, and evacuation psychologies
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that are difficult to be directly observe on evacuation route behavior decisions. An ML
model, irrespective of latent evacuation psychological variables, and an HCM, considering
latent evacuation psychological variables, are constructed to deeply analyze the internal
formation mechanism of evacuation route decisions in the case of library fires. Our specific
conclusions are as follows:

(1) Evacuation route decision-making behaviors are influenced by multiple factors. Con-
sidering non-adaptive and adaptive evacuation psychologies can enhance the fitting
degree and the accuracy of models to a certain extent and these psychologies have high
explanatory power for the evacuation route selection behaviors seen in library fires.

(2) In the HCM, individuals’ socio-economic attributes have varying impacts on evacua-
tion route decisions. The emergency lighting and congestion degree of the evacuation
routes have significant impacts on the route decisions of evacuees during fires, and
the congestion degree of the routes has a greater impact than the intensity of the emer-
gency lighting. The stronger the non-adaptive conformity psychology and adaptive
altruistic psychology that evacuees have during their evacuation, the more they tend
to choose the shortest route. The higher the environmental familiarity of evacuees,
the more inclined they are to choose bright evacuation routes.

Based on the above conclusions, the following inferences can be drawn:

(1) When evacuating during fires, diffused smoke limits evacuees’ visibility. Choosing
an evacuation route with good emergency lighting can achieve a certain amount
of escape effectiveness. Therefore, since female evacuees prefer unimpeded routes,
they should be paid attention to during evacuation and guided to choose bright
evacuation routes based on the evacuation situation. Additionally, evacuees majoring
in science and engineering, and those in lower grades with the typical characteristics
of the population, should have their fire knowledge training strengthened to avoid
the uneven route utilization caused by these evacuees choosing evacuation routes
dominated by a single factor.

(2) The degree of congestion of evacuation routes is the primary concern for evacuees
when making decisions. To prevent them unanimously selecting unimpeded routes
and causing more congestion during evacuation decisions, it is necessary to increase
the emergency lighting level of evacuation routes based on the established minimum
illumination for evacuation [46] and scientifically plan and guide evacuation decisions.

(3) To prevent the non-adaptive and adaptive evacuation psychologies of evacuees during
fire emergencies from promoting choosing the shortest route and hindering evacuation
due to congestion, it is essential to actively organize fire drills and ensure that evacuees
calm down in emergent fire situations, realize that the shortest route is not necessarily
safe, and reasonably use escape routes to improve evacuation efficiency.

This article analyzes the impacts of latent psychological variables on evacuation route
decisions during library fires. Based on this, future research can make thorough inquiries
into other adaptive and non-adaptive psychologies that affect evacuation behaviors. How-
ever, the behavior selection models constructed in this article did not take into account
the impact of the dynamic development of fires on behavioral decisions, which could be
explored in future studies.
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